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Cheerful Scout Plc (‘the Company’ or “Cheerful Scout”)
nVision Presenter Wins Outstanding Innovation Award
Cheerful Scout Plc, the AIM-traded corporate creative consultants, is pleased to announce that its
new presentation software, nVision Presenter, has won the ‘Award for Innovation’ at the
International Visual Communication Association’s LiveCom Awards 2006.
nVision Presenter provides the seamless and high speed integration of several live event
elements. Regarded as a breakthrough in presentation software, nVision can turn any data from
any software programme, such as PowerPoint or Excel, into sophisticated interactive 3D video.
Cheerful Scout’s Creative Director Peter Litten said, “We are delighted to win this award for
nVision Presenter. Businesses today are increasingly eager for communications that can compel
and involve audiences and nVision Presenter, with its real-time capability, exciting interactive
potential and broadcast-quality graphics, enables producers to achieve what was previously
impossible.”
A celebration of live events and communications that have been produced by UK-based
companies for international clients or audiences, the LiveCom award programme has been
developed in partnership with UK Trade & Investment.
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Notes
Cheerful Scout is an award-winning multidisciplinary creative consultancy specialising in
devising and delivering effective and original corporate communication solutions. It specialises
in DVD, Production and Events.
Whilst its thriving DVD department creates impressive titles for the corporate and retail markets,
Cheerful’s production team conceives and produces unique and engaging film and video for a
wide range of blue chip corporations and organisations. The Company also stages live events and
conferences for its clients and is able to develop previously impossible concepts and formulas
using its revolutionary presentation and visualisation system, nVision (www.nvisiontec.com).

